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By David Rodowick

Duke University Press, United States, 2001. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. In Reading the Figural, or, Philosophy after the New Media D. N. Rodowick applies the
concept of the figural to a variety of philosophical and aesthetic issues. Inspired by the aesthetic
philosophy of Jean-Francois Lyotard, the figural defines a semiotic regime where the distinction
between linguistic and plastic representation breaks down. This opposition, which has been the
philosophical foundation of aesthetics since the eighteenth century, has been explicitly challenged
by the new electronic, televisual, and digital media. Rodowick-one of the foremost film theorists
writing today-contemplates this challenge, describing and critiquing the new regime of signs and
new ways of thinking that such media have inaugurated. To fully comprehend the emergence of the
figural requires a genealogical critique of the aesthetic, Rodowick claims. Seeking allies in this effort
to deconstruct the opposition of word and image and to create new concepts for comprehending
the figural, he journeys through a range of philosophical writings: Thierry Kuntzel and Marie-Claire
Ropars-Wuilleumier on film theory; Jacques Derrida on the deconstruction of the aesthetic;
Siegfried Kracauer and Walter Benjamin on the historical image as a utopian force in photography
and film;...
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ReviewsReviews

An extremely great ebook with perfect and lucid answers. This is certainly for anyone who statte that there was not a well worth looking at. Its been
designed in an exceptionally simple way and is particularly only soon a er i finished reading through this ebook in which actually transformed me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Libbie Fa r r ell-- Libbie Fa r r ell

Very good eBook and valuable one. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am very easily could possibly get a satisfaction of
reading through a created publication.
-- B r ia nne Heidenr eich-- B r ia nne Heidenr eich
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